
You never know how big a trout can lurk under a tiny dimple.
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Greetings fellow DFC’ers,
September was our annual outing with our good friends of Project Healing Waters. 
Project Healing Waters is an organization that does great work helping our veterans 
through fly fishing. This outing teams a veteran and a DFC member to fish a lake on a golf 
course, The Links at Queen Creek. This years outing was the biggest one we had. We had 
15 veterans / volunteers and 20 DFC members. The fish cooperated and I hear lunch was 
great too. I want to thank the DFC members who tied flies for the veterans, Joe Staller, 
Gary Hitterman, Dave Weaver, Dave Phares, Tom Horvath (rumor has it they were flies 
that actually catch fish and not from the museum) Tim Higashi. A big thank you to Mark 
Edmiston who donated a bunch of furled leaders for every veteran and volunteer. Thank 
you everyone!

    DFC’ers also went to the San Juan River, host Billy Wingo will have his report at the meeting.
    If you noticed that monsoon season was a little quiet this year. You’re not alone. It seems a lot of things are 
2 weeks behind last year. And as I write this mother nature has been making up for it. So if you out and about 
please be careful and keep an eye on the weather.

See you at the meeting.
Tight Lines,
Frank Schettino

Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,  
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

Let's do Rocky Point... with Vince Deadmond

DFC Club Meeting October 9, 2019

We'll talk Rocky Point!
See page 4



As I've mentioned before..."Most of my fishing is reading books." And, as I look back 
the loop seen below is from some old stuff I collected starting back in 1962. I have a 
small file with visuals I cut out trom magazines and saved for some unkown reason. 
Just more un-needed clutter, as my wife has before mentioned...think I even cut out 
an ad somewhere along the line for a portable Silvertone tuberadio, I had favored in 
the mid 50's. At any rate, I have no clue as to the name of this monofilament ka-not... 
maybe our knot guru, and DFC Trout Bum, Dick Brooks, can guide us with his vast 
knowledge at our next monthly club meeting. Gotta have a name for it.

DRY FLY LEADER by Poul Jorgensen
Just this past month, I spent time rekindling some old 
favorite DFC newsletters and ran across this “hinged 
leader.” A favorite I had used a few of times when fishing 
some open waters on a windy day.  Poul Jorgensen, was 
the guest speaker at our annual TU chapter banquet in 
Grand Rapids (MI) where I lived and fished before moving 
to Phoenix. I got to know Poul while he spent a couple of 
days at the local Orvis store promoting his latest book.  
We talked fly leaders and Poul tipped me off (no pun in-
tended) to the illustrated leader seen here.

I would think this could be used with the gang going to 
Rocky Point this month. And, perhaps a good selection 
for use with some of our gang and their kick boats. The 
leader  does layout nicely...it does have a hinge or a pivot 
feel as opposed to a tight loop when released. It's not 
bothersome and I found it lays out extremely well in the 
wind as well as a quick, release with a soft silent hush on 
a stream.

Hope some of our DFC Trout Bums might add this Jor-
gensen Dry Fly leader recipe to their leader packs.

Lemme know what you think...
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To advance the sport of fly 
fishing in Arizona through 
education, conservation 
and community outreach 
efforts by: 
• Providing Education 
classes and clinics on fly 
fishing, fly casting, fly 
tying, rod  building and 
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve, 
restore, and enhance local 
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing 
approachable, enjoyable 
and safe in family friendly 
environment

• Promoting responsible 
angling practices

Bob McKeon, 
DFC Newsletter Editor, Graphic Guru, 
Head Wrangler of Stuff,  Certified 
Lawn Tosser of Old Rods an' things.   
Questions/Comments? 
Catch me at: 
rmckeon2@cox.net

Editor's Notes an' Ramblings...

Take a kid fishing...
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Future 
of Fishing 
in Arizona

“Take A Kid Fishing!”  That is a phrase we’ve all heard, and those of us 
who love to fish try to do as often as we can.  It is a thrill for me to see and help 
my grandkids, nieces and nephews having fun catching a lot of fish.  

My love for fishing is a result of my dad taking me fishing starting when I was about 
four years old.  My uncle taught me how to cast and tie f lies as a ten year old, and kept 
tabs on me for the next several years as I explored my home creek with my f ly rod and 
had his support while I got good at it.  

Recently, I attended the first annual AZGFD Angler Summit in Prescott and learned 
a great deal about the future of fishing, and ways to help fishing become valued and 
much more of an interest to others that have yet to experience the joy of catching fish. 

According to national and state statistics, the number of folks that fish, largely 
measured by the sale of fishing licenses, is on a downward trend.  Initially, you might 
think that is good news, and mean less competition where you fish.  The reality is that 
we need to continue to encourage more interest in fishing.  

The production of fish in our hatcheries, the tremendous stocking program of 
both cold water and warm water fish in our state, the efforts to install fish habitat 
improvements in lakes and streams are just some of the things that depend on a 
continuous stream of monetary support generated through license sales. 

That means we all must do what we can to encourage others to learn to appreciate 
fishing as a fun activity worth doing regularly.  Our efforts to take our kids fishing 
absolutely need to continue.  

When we were growing up, being outdoors was a regular part of our lives.  Today with 
so many other interests kids have that can be done indoors, it must remain a priority for 
us to help them engage with the natural world. 

One of the important learnings for me at this Summit caused me to ref lect on how I 
interact with others I want to get excited about fishing.  My interests and how I choose 
to fish is likely quite different than someone who grew up with experiences unlike mine. 

For example, while I may occasionally grab my cell phone to take a quick picture of 
a fish that I just caught, our kids are much more engaged with technology even in the 
midst of nature.  That is an important part of their world.  Somehow we must embrace 
their enthusiasm for technology as we strive to interest them in fishing. 

We need to consider why so many young adults and families don’t fish.  How do we 
make fishing more accessible to them; especially families that may not have easy or 
regular access to streams or lakes, have never considered fishing as a possible activity, or 
may not have the necessary skills to be successful as they begin to fish? 

It is much simpler for us to take folks that are exactly like us 
fishing.  They are more likely to want to continue with it, because 
they have similar values and interests as we do.  What is more 
difficult, and even more important for the future of fishing is to 
also find ways to help others who might never consider fishing as 
a worthwhile pursuit.  We need to help them find interest and joy 
in fishing in a way that is meaningful to them.  

I will continue to go fishing with my sons whenever we get 
the chance, and treasure every opportunity I have to take my 
grandkids fishing.  That, however is not enough for fishing to 
remain strong. 

If we want to change the trends in fishing participation 
numbers, to paraphrase what Matt Dunfee from the Wildlife 
Management Institute shared at the Summit, “Get someone to 
love fishing as much as you do, who doesn’t look like you.” 

This is important work!  The AZGFD is developing ways to 
enhance the future of fishing interest through - recruitment, 
retention, and reactivation (R3) efforts to be sure that fishing 
remains strong in Arizona.  

Have you bought you fishing license this year?  It is easy to 
do on-line at azgfd.gov and supports the incredible work that 
AZGFD does to provide great fishing in Arizona.  

When is the last time you went fishing?  If you have been 
fishing recently, consider asking someone to join you.  If it has 
been a while, get out there again!  If it has been too long or you 
are new to fishing, there are plenty of folks willing to help.  Check 
with the fishing clubs in your area, your Parks and Recreation 
Department, or call the AZGFD Sport Fishing Education 
Program (623-236-7240). 

Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly - Payson 
Roundup  Newspaper • Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com 

by Jim Strogen

Ben and Addi Strogen rigging up at Green Valley Lake. Addi caught 
fish after fish that afternoon both with a bobber as well as on flies. 
A great day for Addi, Dad, and Papa!

Addi with a double!  I'm pretty sure that she was 
in charge of the Lipper, while I was given the task 
of releasing the Poker. 

 Addi with a Poker.  Addi helped take off and release her catch. 
She preferred Lippers (crappies) to Pokers (bluegills) 
for obvious reasons. 
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We'll talk Rocky Point...with Vince Deadmond

Telephone Numbers for Rooms
Vina del Mar: 
01152.638.383.3601
Playa De Oro RV Park:
001.52.638.383.2668
So, ya wanna talk to somebody:
Catch me, Vince Deadmond at:
480.982.7461

Come meet up with me at our October club meeting...I've got alot to discuss and tell you about our 
Desert Fly Casters 57th Annual Pescador Extravaganza Wednesday, October 16 thru Tuesday Octo-
ber 22, 2019. Ask questions...get involved with this club favorite outing...Come along for the fun with 
all of the Trout Bums.  Thanx,  Look for you on the 9th of October. Vince  
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I have been asked to describe how I tie my salt-
water integration fly for sea trout that I have 
been tying for over ten years now. Many mate-
rial options are available. I usually use bucktail 
because it is easy to tie and I hand out so many. 
These are generally less wind resistant and 
weigh less too. Lighter f lies are always easier to 
cast farther in the wind! I recom- mend a size 
1,2, or 4 Mustad 3407 or saltwa- ter equivalent 
when tying a small bait fish imitation. Size 2 is 
smaller and is easier to cast. Personal choice. 
This is also easier on the smaller f ly tying jaws.

     I tie these f lies skinny and use f lash to give 
the illusion of something larger. White buck- 
tail is whiter than natural but when the sea 
trout are in no problem. Those 4” cabril- las 
(seabass) love ‘em too. Start by bending back 
the barb. Remember, our club is a bar- bless 
f lyfishing club for a good reason, better hook-
ups. Sharpen the hook. Use white size 3 or 6 
uni-thread or equivalent.
   Start your thread wrap 1/16” behind eye. 
Wrap tightly back over front quarter of hook. 
Wrap forward to front. Tie on 4 strands of light 
colored crystal f lash (folded in half). Then take 
15-20 bucktail hairs, snip cut end evenly, place 
over the top of hook leaving 1/8” between eye 
and front of bucktail. Smush down the bucktail 
strands around the top and sides of your hook 
and thread wrap 4 to 6 times. More are not 
necessary because the epoxy will hold your f ly 
together. Now tie in about 8 strands of translu-
cent crinkled super hair to each side of the f ly. 
Cut to same length as bucktail. Add 6 or more 
strands of crystal f lash evenly to sides. Add 
about 10 more white bucktail hairs on top. Add 

more bucktail if desired. More f lash if desired. 
Then add 6 to 8 black bucktail hairs on top of 
f ly. Tie in a 1/2” of red bucktail or crys- tal f lash 
under eyes to simulate red gills. Finish head of 
f ly. You can substitute two tones of green poly, 
or peacock herl on top if desired. Your only 
limitation is your imagina- tion. Add prismatic 
stick-on eyes on side and LIGHTLY epoxy head 
of f ly allowing for some of the epoxy to f low 
into the bucktail behind the eyes. Saltwater fish 
seam to like eyes.
Alternate patterns: 1) If fishing deep tie this 
same f ly in a clouser style with bar bell weight 
tied in on the bottom of the f ly a 3/8” behind 
eye. This f ly will not get hung up in the rocky 
bottom. 2) Size 6 clouser pattern with white fox 
tail or tan colors with f lash is great for triggers.

Dave Weaver’s Rocky Point Fly • October 2003 • DFC Newsletter Archives

Just for giggles I went back a few newsletter issues just to 
see what was going on for our big Rocky Point trip. Found our 
Trout Bum, buddy, Dave Weaver added helpful information 
with this worthy f ly recipe. Thanx, Dave.
Catch Dave at: dweaver16@cox.net
R. McKeon, DFC Editor
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2019 DFC OUTINGS SCHEDULE

Joe
Staller
The Go-To Outings
Chairman Guy
joestaller@yahoo.com

NOVEMBER DFC CLUB OUTING  •  WHITE MOUNTAINS
 Late Fall Fishing for Big Trout (and Huge Muskies)! 

When: Friday, November 8, thru Sunday, November 10, 2019
Host: TBA....Questions??...Catch Joe Staller at: joestaller@yahoo.com  | (602) 568-9431 

To sign-up, see Joe Staller at the October club meeting for more details.  

DFC Big ol' ... ANNUAL CARP OUTING
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2019  

Host: Grant Berkowitz  
Location: For the protection of all DFC Trout Bum contestants we've locked said location in a vault until further notice.

Get in on this fun annual club outing...Explorer the Phoenix canals...Enjoy a half day and catch these prized lunkers...Get the 
big one and be honored by the DFC Trout Bum Nation for years to come! Details of this exciting outing to be followed in future 
newsletters.  You got questions?? (...like everybody else)  Catch Dick Brooks at: gdubby77@gmail.com  |  480-203-9634
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The Phoenix Project Healing Waters Fly 
Fishing (PHWFF) Program would like to 
thank Desert Fly Casters for hosting a 
great outing to the Links at Queen Creek 
on Saturday September 14th.  We would 
like to thank all the club members who 
acted as fishing guides, those who donated 
furled leaders, f ly’s and f ly boxes as well 
as the outstanding chefs who manned the 
grills for lunch.

PHWFF is dedicated to the physical 
and emotional rehabilitation of disabled 
veterans through f ly fishing and associated 
activities, including education and 
outings. Our long-term objective is to teach 
wounded active duty military and veterans 
with service-connected disabilities f ly 
fishing basics: equipment, casting, f ly 
tying, and rod building and take them 
fishing.

At Saturday’s event, DFC hosted 15 
disabled veterans and some of the 
volunteers from the Phoenix Project 
Healing Waters Fly Fishing program.  This 
is an annual outing and the veterans look 
forward to getting together with DFC 
members for a day of great fishing and 
comradery.  The fact that DFC serves a 
wicked lunch has nothing to do with the 
number of vets who attend.

R&R Reported by
JC Roberson
DFC Trout Bum
Healing Waters: Phx 
PHWFF Veterans 
Outreach
jcroberson27@gmail.com

Saturday
9.14.19
0630 Sharp
Healing Waters 
DFC Trout Bums
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Thank you for wearing the Uniform!

DFC Bird BumOfficial Custodian Commander

DFC Trout Bum

Unofficial Designated Driver
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Web Address Site
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DATES TO KEEP IN MIND...2019/20

November 8- 10, 2019
White Mountains

Host To Be Announced
Questions??...Catch Joe Staller at: joestaller@yahoo.com

Wednesday, October 16 thru
Tuesday October 22, 2019

Desert Fly Casters • 57nd Annual
Pescador Extravaganza

Host: Vince Deadmond • The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy
 vince@ajbest.com   •  480 818 1796

What a great evening with Doug Ouellette
and his detailed show and talk of

Pyramid Lake the Land of the Giants.
Entertaining from the moment Doug took the mic as he

held us captive with his award winning PowerPoint presentation.
A well schooled trout fisherman and conversationalist.

Thank you, Doug,  and all who put this evening together
for us Trout Bums.


